In this article we consider m-acyclic maps with respect to a field F and prove the existence of chain approximation for such maps. Furthermore we provide a unified approach to the Borsuk-Ulam theorem and the Bourgin-Yang generalization. Finally we prove the existence of ^-systems for certain m-acyclic maps and define a fixed point index.
There are essentially two ways to handle multivalued fixed point or coincidence problems. The first one is based on homological arguments (homological method) and the second on the homotopical method where the multivalued map is approximated with single valued maps. For a survey of both methods we recommend [3] , for single valued maps we refer to [4, 8] .
The homological method also splits in two directions-the considerations on the level of homology groups and chain approximation techniques. For the first one see [3] , the second one-chain approximations of multivalued maps-has roots in the early work of L. Vietoris (see [1] where the Vietoris-Begle mapping theorem is proved). The chain approximation technique is used by S. Eilenberg and D. Montgomery [10] to prove a Lefschetz fixed point theorem for acyclic maps on compact ANR's. B. O'Neil constructed chain approximations for a more general mapping class, i.e. (1, ?z)-mappings, and also proved a Lefschetz fixed point theorem for such mappings on polyhedra [22] . The same technique was the main tool for developing the fixed point index with all properties (including commutativity and mod-/7-ρroperty multiplicity is proved in [26] ) for multivalued maps of ANR's ( [9, 11, 25] ). The main result in [25] may be stated as follows: If a class of multivalued maps has arbitrarily close chain approximations, then there is a fixed point index with all properties for this class.
In this paper we consider so called m-acyclic maps with respect to a given field F and prove that for such mappings there exist chain 369 approximations, ra-maps are also called acyclic carriers and are investigated in [5, 6] . Therefore from [25] , for m-acyclic maps there is also a fixed point index with all properties. The class of m-acyclic maps includes F-acyclic maps, (1, «)-maps [22] , single valued maps with values in symmetric products of a space [20] , m-maps [16] , weighted maps [7] , and others.
We also provide a unified approach to Borsuk-Ulam theorems for single valued mappings as well as for m-acyclic maps with respect to ΊJ2 via chain approximations. The Borsuk-Ulam theorem or antipodal theorem can be stated in several ways; we prefer the following formulation: If /: S n -±W is a continuous map, then there exists a point x G S n such that f{x) = f(-x), see [30] . We prove that this theorem holds for every multivalued map F: S n -• R n which has arbitrarily close chain approximations with odd Kronecker index. Therefore the Borsuk-Ulam theorem is true for m-acyclic maps w.r.t. Z 2 , especially for (1,2/:+ l)-maps. This is a partial answer to a question of H. 
(x). This defines a new set Γ(F) = T(F)/ ~, with elements denoted by (x, C(x))\ C(x) denotes also a connected component of F(x) as a subset of L.
By A we denote a ring without zero divisors, and by F we denote a field. DEFINITION where the summation is taken over the connected components of F(xi), i -1, 2 (cf. Lemma 2.3 in [16] ). Therefore, for K connected it makes sense to speak of the multiplicity of the m-map F, m(F) = Σ C (;0 m ( ;c > C(x)), which is well defined. In all that follows we suppose K to be connected. We assume that m-acyclic maps (w.r.t. a field F) have multiplicity 1.
EXAMPLES. 1. Acyclic [10] or single valued maps are m-acyclic maps, m-point maps resp. with multiplicity-function m(x, C(x)) = 1.
2.
(1, «)-maps F [9, 22] , with n = 1 (mod 2) are m-acyclic jnaps w.r.t. Z2 and multiplicity-function m{x, y) = 1 for all x, y e T(F).
3. Let R: C -• C, C = C U (ex)}, be a rational map; then the map R~~ι{z) = {w e C\R(w) = z} is an m-point map w.r.t. Z and multiplicity-function m(z, w) = local degree of i? at w. Furthermore, m(R~1) = rf, the degree of R. For polynomials cf. [14] .
4. Let X, X be finite polyhedra and π: X -> X a ramified covering with multiplicity map μ: X -• N, see [28] . The map π" 1 : X -> X is an m-point map (w.r.t. Z) with multiplicity-function //: Ππ" 1 ) ->Z, μ(x, x) = μ(x).
5. Let X be a G-space and |G| < 00, G x denotes the stability subgroup of x, G x = {g e G\gx = x}. Then the inverse map, π If in the simplicial complex K with given triangulation τ a b.d. τ is fixed, we call K a block complex with block structure τ, and write (K,τ). REMARK 3. The block complex K is a regular CW-complex, [29, p. 60] . The mesh of the block complex (K, τ) is defined as mesh(^, τ) = max{diam(e)|£ e τ} (we consider the metric in K defined by barycentric coordinates of the triangulation τ of K).
We shall consider block complexes w.r.t. a ring A or a field F. DEFINITION 6. Let (K, τ) be a block complex of the simplicial complex with triangulation τ and let x\ be a block structure of a subdivision X\ of the triangulation τ. The block structure X\ is called a subdivision of the block structure τ if every block of τ\ is in the interior of just one block of τ. In this case we write %\ > τ. DEFINITION such that (a) δ(τi, X2)(e) = e for every 0-block, and (b) \b(x\, τ2)(e)| C e for every block e ex, [26] . Here |c| denotes the support of the
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chain c e C*(τ), i.e., the smallest block subcomplex K 1 c K of the block structure τ such that c e C*(K', τ).
There exists a chain map (chain approximation of the identity) such that (a) χ(τ2, τi)(e) is a 0-block in τi for every 0-block e G T2, and (b) |/(τ2, ti)(e)| c |e| for all blocks e e t2, where |e| is the support of the block e in τi, i.e., \e\ is the unique block in τ\ such that e c Int|e|.
The chain map χ(τ2 9 t\) is not unique but every two such maps are chain homotopic with a chain homotopy D such that \D{e)\ c |e|, [26] . (with coefficients in a ring A) if for every block e e %2 there is a point s(e) e K such that (a) e c St(s(e), τ\), and (b) REMARK 4. 1. For upper semicontinuous maps see [2] . 2. In [25] , [26] it is proved that every F-acyclic map F has arbitrarily close chain approximations (with coefficients in F, i.e., for every block structure τ\ and μ there is a block structure T2, τ^ > τ\, and a chain map φ: C*(τ2) -• C*(μ) which is a (τi, μ)-chain approximation of F. If τi G τ and μ e μ (τ and /i are f.s.b.d. of AT and L respectively) then T2 G τ. We say F has a chain approximation with respect to f and /}. 4. In [9, 22] the existence of arbitrary close chain approximations (with coefficients in F) for (1, n)-maps F: K -• L, n > 2, is proved. DEFINITION 9. Let 1,1 be finite simplicial complexes with triangulations τ, μ, resp., and let τ = {τ/}, μ = {μ/} be f.s.b.d. with respect to τ and μ, resp. Let In [26] it is proved that every F-acyclic map has an A-system (coefficients in the field F) with respect to a given f.s.b.d. τ and μ with Kronecker index, KIA(F) = 1, i.e., for every φ e A(F), Klφ = 1. The Kronecker index Klφ of a chain map φ: C*(τ, ) -> C*(μ z ) is defined as AΓ/9? = e(p(e)), where ε: Co(μ z ) -> ^4 is the augmentation of the chain complex C*(μ/) and ^ is a O-dimensional block, see [27, p. 167 ]. Since we consider connected polyhedra the Kronecker index Klφ of the chain map φ is well defined.
2. In [9] the existence of an A-system A(F) for every (1, w)-map with KIA(F) -n with coefficients in a fixed field F is proved. In particular, if one chooses F to be Z 2 and n odd there exists an Asystem of JF with Kronecker index different from zero. We consider only A-systems with nonzero Kronecker index. Then there is an involution y on the graph Γ(F) = {(x, y) € Xι x X 2 |y € F(x)} defined by y(χ,y) = ( yi (x), ?2(y)) with (*, y) £ Xi xX 2 . The involution y induces an involution on Γ(F) which we also denote by y. 
for all x e Xi, and
Let K be a simplicial complex with a block structure τ\ and involution y: K-+K. The block structure τ\ is γ-equivariant if y(e) is a block in τi for every block e e τ\. We consider the following block structure μ(a) (cubic block subdivision of R n ) which consists of all translations of D% with vectors Σί=i 2akjei, where e/ denotes the j-th unit vector and fc f € Z. If α G N then //^ = μ(\/k), k e N, is a block structure on Z>£, and S^ is a block subcomplex. *S^ is a block subcomplex in S% , n > m, also. The block structure on S% induced by μ k is denoted by τ^. Then μ = {μ k } and τ = {τ^} are α-equivariant f.s.b.d. of D% and S%, respectively. We call fxf the product block structure. E.g., the block structure μ = {μ k } of Z>2 is a product of block structures on the interval D\ . to be y.y-equivariant also, and we consider C*(τ 5 ) with these chain maps.
Let F: K\ -• Kι be a (yi, y2)-equivariant u.s.c. map. The Asystem, A{F), with respect to a y^-equivariant f.
hich assigns to each block e e τi a block subcomplex ^(e) in τ2 such that for β\ e e, ^{e{) c ff(e). An ^-acyclic (resp. acyclic) carrier & satisfies H^{e)) = 0 for 0 < / < n (resp. for all /) and every block e eτ\ (coefficients in A).
If ji is an involution on K t such that the block structure τ; is y/-equivariant, / = 1,2. Then the carrier Ψ is called (γ\, 72)-equivariant (or equivariant) if W(γ\(e)) = yi&ie)) for all blocks e G τ\. A chain map φ: C*(τi) -> C*(τ2) is carried by the carrier W if p(e) is a chain in the complex &(e) for every block e £ %\.
A map /: K\ -• K 2 is carried by the carrier W if f{e) c &{?) for every block e G τ\. REMARK 7. 1. The block structure τ = {τ^} on S% is α-equivariant and the block complex S% is α-free cell complex, i.e., a(e) Π e = 0 for every e G τ2
. For later use we note the following. The covering W\ = {A\, ... , 4AT} of a given space is finer than the covering w 2 = {Bγ, ... , BM} of the same space if every At is contained in some Bj. If the covering W\ is finer than the covering w 2 we denote this by W\ > wι.
II. Borsuk, Borsuk-Ulam and Bourgin-Yang theorems for chain mappings. In this section we state some lemmata which will be important for the following. In this section we consider chains, A-systems, and homology with Z 2 coefficients.
For a block complex (AT, τ) we denote by ΛΓW the /-dimensional skeleton of K w.r.t. τ. 
Proof. Assume that (1)
\κ{e)\ Π \κ(a(e))\ = 0 for all blocks e e τ.
Consider the map Δ: S" -> 5 71 x *S rt defined by Δ(x) = (x, -x) and the block structure on S n x 5 Π given by τ x τ. The map Δ is (α, T) equivariant (cf. 1.4, and Remark 1.6.2). The carrier ^: (S n , τ) -• {S n x 5^ τ x τ), with W(e) = e x α(e) is (α, Γ)-invariant and acyclic (Δ is carried by ^). Since (S n , τ) is an α-free block complex, Lemma 2.2 in [29] implies the existence of an (a, Γ)-equivariant chain map Δ # : C*(S^, τ) -• C*(S n x S n , τ x τ) which is carried by the carrier <£?, i.e., Δ#(e) is a chain in e x a(e) for all blocks in τ and #/Δ # = 1 (mod 2).
Consider the chain map (K ® κ)Δ # : C*(τ) -• C*(τ x τ). Since
| c e x α(e) for every block e e τ then
\(κ®κ)A#(e)\c\κ(e)\x\κ(a(e))\
and from (1) we obtain Finally, consider the chain map
which is α-equivariant with Kronecker index KIΞ = 1 (mod 2). This contradicts Corollary 4. α Let (AT, i/) be a block complex with y-equivariant block structure v and y a free involution on K. The proof is a direct consequence from Corollary 7 and Remark 2.
III. Borsuk, Borsuk-Ulam, and Bourgin-Yang theorems for maps with A-systems with coefficients in Z 2 .
1. Borsuk theorem. PROPOSITION The tensor product C* = C*(#i, T£)®C(£ 2 » τ I) ( Here
Let F: (S n , a)-+(S m , a) beanu.s.c. a-equivaήant map. If F has an a-equίvariant A-system A(F) with coefficients in
Proof. Lemma 2 shows that the tensor product A(F\)®A(F 2 ) is an A-system for the map Fγ x F 2 with respect to f.s.b.d. τ x τ, μ ι x μ 2 . Since the diagonal map Δ is single valued there exists an A-system 4(Δ) with coefficients in F for Δ with respect to τ and τ x τ, and Kronecker index ^7^4(Δ) = 1, see [25, 26] 
t. τxτ, μxμ which is T-equivariant, with Kronecker index (KIA(F))(KIA(F)).
Proof.
is an A-system and it is Γ-equivariant; and KIA T (c) n(a(e)) = a(n(e)) and l^e) = h-x^e)). 
(F x F) = (KIA(F))(KIA(F)).
ybr αnj; Woc/c e e τ^ ίA^r^ exϋϋ α po/nί ί(^) G ^ such that eeSt{t{e) 9 k) 9 
\φ(e)\cSt(F(t(e))J), t(Vι(e)) = n(t(e)).
Proof. Applying Lemma 1 for ko = k 9 IQ = 1 9 n = dim^Γ we set k = k n +\. We shall construct successively chain maps where (K, k)W denotes the 7-skeleton of (K, k), such that φ j is (?i > ?2)-equivariant, and for any block e &τ-^ with dime < j there exists a point t(e) € K such that e e Sί(t(e), k n _j), t(y x (e)) = = C, (t(e)) U U C s (ί(e)), 5 = s(t(e)), then ^'(e) = φj{e)ι + ••• + φ j {e) s with \φ j {e) u \ c 5i(C M (i(^)), /"_;) and KIφJ(e) u = m{t{e), C u (t(e))) for all w = 1, ..., 5.
Step 1. We start with j = 0. Let e e τ^ and dime = 0 Lemma 1 for i = n + 1 guarantees the existence of a point a(e) e K such that (a)-(e) of Lemma 1 hold. We set t(e) = a{e) and t(γ\(e)) = γ\(t(e)). Let a n be a zero-dimensional block in St (C u (t(e) ), l n (e)), where C u {t(e)) 9 u = 1, ... , s = 5 (ί(e)), denotes a connected component of ^(ί^)). Therefore
is well defined and satisfies the above conditions.
Step 2. Let j = 1 and e e τ^ with dime = 1 and e = \e 9 k n \ (support of the block e in τ^ ). Due to Lemma 1 there exits an a(e) e K and l n -ι(e) such that (a)-(e) of Lemma 1 hold; define t(e) = a(e) and t{y x (e)) = γ λ {t{e)).
Let and Then F = πF and F has an A-system with coefficients in F, because 7 has one [25] and π has one induced by a simplicial approximation of π in [20] . 4. For the maps in [5] , [7] , [16] , the A-system can be constructed using simplicial approximation developed in [5] , [7] , [16] , resp. 5. Let p: K -> L be a continuous single valued map, K, L finite polyhedra. We say that p is a map with multiplicity (w.r.t. A) if the map p~ι: L -+ K is an m-acyclic map (w.r.t. A). If p~ι is an ra-point map it is sufficient to work with coefficients in a ring A, otherwise the coefficients should be in a field F. Let A{p~ι) be the A-system for p~x constructed in Lemma 3. Every chain map φ e A(p~ι) induces a homomorphism φ*\ H*(L, A) -> H*(K, A) which is a transfer homomorphism for the map p, i.e. p*φ* = m(p~~ι)id, cf. [28] . Therefore, the homomorphism /?*: H*(K, A) -> H*(L, A) is an epimorphism (A is the quotient field of the ring A.) We will not go into more details. The fixed point index I A (K,Φ, U) has all properties, i.e., additivity, homotopy invariance, normalization, commutativity, mod pproperty, see [25] . Let Λf (F) be the set of m-acyclic maps of polyhedra w.r.t. the field F. Let F e Jt(V), F: K -> K, and U an open subset in k such that the triple (K, F, U) is admissible. Applying 
